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This paper introduces a new method in the area of platform independent modeling and the development
of graphical user interfaces. The method bridges the gap between traditional MB-UIDEs and the
modern web methodologies by enabling the modeling and development of both traditional and web user
interfaces. The method is based on a proposed Presentation model and a Task Action Model which drive
the development process. The modeling notation in both models is done with use of UML, and the
development process is supported by a UML-compliant adaptive modeling tool. Descriptions of both the
model and the method of application are included. An evaluation done using a JavaEE and a Swing
widget toolkit is also mentioned.
Povzetek: Predstavljena je nova metoda za izdelavo platform za razvoj grafičnih vmesnikov.

1

Introduction

In the course of developing software for a user
interface (UI), a developer frequently recognises that a
similar UI has been created previously, perhaps in a
different context and with different visual aspects, but
nearly identical in concept. This research investigates the
possibilities of reusing UIs.
UIs can be made more readily reusable by
elaborating the specifications for them in a form that is
independent of platform. Such platform-independent
tools and methodologies have been developed, but,
unfortunately, the results have never achieved
widespread adoption and successful application in
industry [12, 38, 17].
UI development is a difficult and time-consuming
procedure [37] that involves a collection of different
activities. UI development deals with the interaction
between humans and computer and specifies how
software will function across this i.e. the tasks of the user
and the system. The physical user interface is
subsequently assembled with respect to the tasks
identified for the user and the system. The UI should
have appropriate ergonomics and appearance and it must
communicate with the underlying application layer. The
process of UI development is not properly described in
traditional
software
development
methodologies
(Waterfall, Spiral). For example, the Unified Process
provides advice for UI development only by
recommending the build-up of a prototype [19]. The UI
prototype in the Unified Process serves only as a tool for
better understanding the particular use-case and its
functionality. The methodological framework Rational
Unified Process [28] goes a step further, extends the

number of artifacts used for UI modeling, and introduces
the UI storyboards [43]. However, neither the UP nor the
RUP adds methodological guidelines for UI
development.
The lack of development guidelines for the UI
development was partially covered in traditional
methodologies by the concept of Model-Based User
Interface Development (MB-UID), which unified
development of applications using a traditional UI. The
development is based on intensive modeling of the
different aspects of all part of the application, including
aspects of UIs. With the emergence of web-based
development, a number of new web methodologies have
been proposed [23, 7, 55, 50]. These define the entire
development process for web applications, including
issues of UI development. However, these modern web
methodologies and MB-UID represent disparate
branches, which can be used for either traditional or web
user-interface development.
In this paper a new approach for UI modelling will
be presented along with the architecture of development
environment for this approach. The approach aims to
provide a method for producing platform-independent
modelling and development of graphical user interfaces
using pure UML. The following section will deal with
the current state of MB-UID and some of the drawbacks
which led to this new approach. The section three
describes the approach and later in section four, steps for
applying the approach will be presented. Some examples
will be included in the section five.
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Current state
Model based user interface
development

Systematizing of UI development is a challenging
and important prerequisite for the quality of
development, and the concept of MB-UID supports it.
MB-UID is characterized by a set of declarative models
and a way of interpretating them [48]. The MB-UID
approach is supported by software environments which
are called MB-UIDEs (Model-Based User Interface
Development Environments).
The UI development process is focused purely on
constructing models which describe different areas of
application. Models are built incrementally, describing
“what” without explaining “how”, thus hiding the
method of implementation. However, approaches within
MB-UIDs are not yet mature, and proposals for the range
and nature of the models supported differs significantly
[17]. The development process varies with environment,
since each particular MB-UIDE defines its own set of
models. Thanks to this diversity, the models mostly
commonly encountered are [53, 48]: the domain model,
the application model, the task model, the user model and
the presentation model.
Many different notations are used for MB-UID,
because no uniform standard for all MB-UIDEs exists. In
general, notation has been developed specially for each
the MB-UIDE [53] which makes it difficult for
developers to get oriented in other forms of notations and
causes compatibility problems: a model created using a
particular tool can not be processed using a different tool.
Silva divided MB-UIDEs into two generations [53].
Second generation environments are oriented more
towards industrial standards and are more receptive to
new user-interface features. Despite enhancements,
interoperability remains rather low, and the MB-UIDEs
are not in widespread use among developers. There are
also addressed two more drawbacks of the MB-UID
approach [38]. Firstly, the generated UIs are often not as
good as those that could be created using conventional
programming techniques. Secondly, heuristics are often
involved and the connection between the specification
and the final result can be quite difficult to understand
and control. This makes the results unpredictable. We
assume that efforts to generate ”final” and “ready to run”
products cannot succeed and make extension of any
particular MB-UIDE to support a new platform very
hard. The reusability of models is associated with the
whole application of MB-UIDEs, so it is not possible to
make use of a single model. With regard to the
specification of a presentation model in MB-UIDEs, we
can address one significant drawback which is connected
with the separation of concerns [39, 15, 26]. Concerns
are often merged together with visual appearance, layout
or content specified within a single presentation model,
which makes such a form useful only for the original
requirements. Furthermore, the layout of UIOs is
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sometimes specified in terms of the absolute positioning
[34]; this is the possibility, that constraints of screen and
resolution will prevent the proper display of the user
interface.

2.2

Modern web methodologies

A similar approach to the generation of applications
in development is driven by modern web methodologies
such as OOHDM [50], WebML [7], UWE [23, 24] or
OOWS [14]. These also provide methodological
guidelines for specifying sets of declarative models
which drive subsequent development. Therefore they fit
the concept of MB-UID. In order to make a clear
distinction between web and traditional development, we
will use the terms “web MB-UID”, and “traditional MBUID” respectively. Some of these methodologies (UWE,
WebML, OOHDM) also provide software environments
(ArgoUWE [22], WebRatio [58] and OOHDM-Web
[49]) in order to support the modeling approach by
means of a set of frequently used functions in the context
of model construction or code generation. Thus we can
classify them as web MB-UIDEs.
Like traditional MB-UIDEs, web MB-UIDEs suffer
from low interoperability since they also use their own
modeling notation, which makes the interchange of
model data between different environments impossible.
On the other hand, some web methodologies have
already employed UML for modeling notation. UML is
the de-facto industrial standard object-oriented modeling
language [13]. The notation is familiar to many
developers, and there are a lot of resources such as
documentation and software support in the form of
modeling and CASE tools. The UML profiles
mechanism [40] is also used sometimes to provide new
modeling facilities. Since UML profiles are based on
UML, it is not difficult for any software designer with a
background in UML to understand a model based on a
UML profile [24]. Regarding the summary of the
modeling notations employed in web methodologies
published in [11], the UML notation is fully employed in
OOWS while some other methodologies (e.g. OOHDM,
UWE, WebMl) combine UML with other forms of
notation (e.g. OO, OMT, ERDs, DFD), and the rest do
not use UML notation at all. The set of declarative
models is nearly the same in web methodologies
compared to the model sets in MB-UIDs, except for the
navigation model which is tightly connected with the
hypertext paradigm. The MDA (Model Driven
Architecture) [16] concept is used in some environments
(ArgoUWE, WebRatio) in order to interpret models and
support code generation.

2.3

Characteristics of traditional and MBUID in summary

From the overview that has been carried out the
preceding sections, we want to point out several positive
and negative characteristics of current MB-UID.
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Model-based development. The UI development in
MB-UIDEs and web methodologies is based on the
construction of different models. Employing modeling
approaches in UI development has proved that modeling
represents a good way to support user-interface
development.
Development environment. MB-UID is supported
by graphical software environments which enable rapid
model construction and utilization of models. Using
graphical environments also reduces the cognitive burden
on human programmers [47].
Diversity of modeling notations. Many varied
notations employed in different approaches do not
support interoperability, since data obtained from the
model can be read and modified only in the original
environment.
Heavy-weight solutions. Solutions produced in MBUID tend to provide “ready to run” software. Attempts to
cover the presentation, application and data layer which
result in the great complexity of traditional MB-UIDEs
and make any extension of such environments difficult.
Low separation of concerns. The separation of
concerns in presentation models is very low both at the
model and source code levels, which impacts the
reusability. Thus models can hardly be used on different
platforms.
Disjunction of development of web and
traditional user interfaces. Modern web methodologies
and traditional MB-UID have built two disjoint branches
that focus on either web or traditional UI. There is no
middle ground where both scopes can be developed.

3

Modeling approach

The summary mentioned in the previous section has
contributed to forming our approach to the scope of MBUID: our approach is built with the respect to the pros
and cons of the current state of MB-UID. In this section,
our modeling approach is introduced and described along
with an argument for chosen methods which are
involved.
The goal of our approach is to provide facilities
enabling the modeling and development of platformindependent user interfaces. In order to provide
appropriate facilities for modeling user interfaces and
user-computer interaction, we need to choose a modeling
notation which enables us to model these domains.
Basically, we can design our own notation and create a
domain-specific language (DSL) [1, 54]. This approach
is recommended for cases where the modeling domain is
large, the modeling area is well charted, and there is only
a small probability of further evolution. The main
disadvantage of the DSL approach is that in setting up a
new notation we might be considered to adding another
stone to the tower of Babel of modeling languages.
Furthermore, we want to have a language that is easily
extensible, since the field of user interfaces is constantly
evolving. Therefore we chose an approach employing
UML profiles – a light-weight extension of UML [47]
which preserves compatibility with UML. The UML
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profiles mechanism is currently the most utilized
approach thanks to the large number of CASE tools [1]
and other support (UML-compliant tools, extensive
documentation, and a wide base of users) available for it.
Many projects [20, 23, 9] have employed UML profiles
to model diverse domains and benefited from the high
level of interoperability, thanks to the XMI (XML
Metadata Interchange) data format [41]. For these
reasons, we chose the UML and its profiles to define and
provide modeling facilities, and we created a UML
profile called “LPGM“ (Lightened Profile for GUI
Modeling), which gave its name to our approach. This
profile is presented in fig. 3 and fig. 4.
Our profile provides facilities for building two kinds
of models: the task-action model focused on aspects of
the interaction and the presentation model focused on the
structure of the user interface.

3.1

Task-action model

Since all user interfaces are associated with an
underlying application layer that performs a particular
business [36], we wanted to link the user-interface to it
and express the business in terms of the user-interface
interaction.
The functionality conveying associated business is
usually specified in the form of a use-case model and its
documents. The user-interface interaction is also
recorded here in the text form of scenarios. Scenarios
often include references to particular interaction objects
of the relevant user interface [43], as is common in usecase in the Rational Unified Process [28].
Many styles of writing scenarios (common narrative
style, partitioned narratives, pseudo-code, interaction
diagrams, etc.) are summarized in [10]. The most
comprehensive style was formed by Wirfs [59]; in it the
scenario is captured in a two-column dialog between the
system and the user. This style of interaction capture is
very natural, since the user-interface interaction is a kind
of dialog consisting of the user's action and the system's
reaction.
class Task-Action_metamodel
«Suppl y»

ControllUnit

0..*

Input

1
1
+consistsOf

Trigger

1

1
+receives

ActionProcessor

+isRealizedBy

1
+isReceivedBy

1
+consistsOf

SubTask

Control lUnit

«ActionT rigger»

UserActionInfo

1

UserAction

«realize»

SystemAction
1

1

1

1..*
1..*

+consistsOf

1

1
+isReceivedBy

1

+receives1

Task

Container
TopLev elContainer

+isReal izedBy

«Present»
1

1..*

SystemActionInfo
1

1..*

«Realize»
1
UseCase

Figure 1: Task-Action Meta-model.
In order to specify the user-interface interaction, we
synthesized a two-column dialog scenario capture with a
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behavioral diagram and formed the Task-Action Model
(TAM) [31]. The goal of TAM is to convey the userinterface interaction by capturing 1) the goal of the user,
2) the user's responsibility to the interface and 3) the
system's responsibility to the interface.
We chose the UML Activity diagram as modeling
facility because of its simple notation compared with
common interaction diagrams. A UML activity diagram
is normally used to represent the dynamic view of a
system as control and data flow from activity to activity
[6]. In our case we have used it to depict the flow of
actions performed by the user and the system. The
Activity diagram has also been successfully employed in
user-interface storyboarding in RUP [43] and it has been
proposed as a suitable diagram for CTT (Concur Task
Trees) [3, 42], a widely used notation for task modeling.
However, we want to model tasks in the context of the
user and the system to show how these tasks should be
performed in terms of elementary actions as well as to
show which data are transferred during the steps of
interaction. The TAM, specified in the meta-model
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shown in fig. 1, is based on our proposed meta-model for
the presentation layer [32]. All of the meta-model
elements are described in the table 1. The TAM is
commonly constructed after analysis of a particular usecase where at least one task having a goal has been
identified. We consider the terms “task” and “goal” as
they are defined in Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA): a
task is an activity that a user does to reach a goal, while
the goal is a desired state of the system [21]. Each task
can be broken down into several subtasks. Each subtask
has associated with it a particular container which
represents a set of user interface objects (UIO). The
subtask is a composition of one or more atomic actions
which are associated with particular interaction objects
(IO). An action associated with a subtask is called a User
action and denotes a user responsibility with the respect
to one or more IOs. We model two kinds of interaction:
1) Supply interaction, which represents providing input
data for a current task and 2) Trigger interaction, which
causes termination of a current subtask and transition to a
connected System action. The System action is

Meta-model
object

Description

UML

Location

UseCase
Task

Use-case associated with one or more task.
The task is bound to a particular use-case through a dependency «Realize».
The task has one or more SubTasks.
The Subtask represents one or more steps which belongs together within a
task. It has an input (SystemActionInfo) which holds a reference of UI
displayed within this subtask. It has one or more UserActions.
The UserAction represents a user-interface interaction which has one
UserActionInfo.
The UserActionInfo is the specification of a particular UserAction and
conveys more information about the interaction. The UserActionInfo can
have one or more UIOs of the ControlUnit (from LPGM structural model)
type associated through «ActionTrigger» or «Supply» dependency. The
UserActionInfo. This object is received by a SystemAction which
processes the UserAction.
An input object (TextField, CheckBox, etc. from LPGM structural profile)
used during a user-interface interaction for obtaining data from a user. It is
connected with the UserActionInfo through the «Supply» dependency.
The object (from the LPGM structural model) used during a user-interface
interaction for triggering a SystemAction. It is connected with a
UserActionInfo through the «ActionTrigger» dependency.
The dependency between a user and UserActionInfo and a particular Input
object (e.g. TextField, CheckBox). It denotes the user's responsibility for
providing data to the current SubTask.
The Dependency between a UserActionInfo and a particular Trigger object
(e.g., Button, MenuItem). It denotes a user operation which terminates the
current SubTask.
The SystemAction represents an abstraction of the system action
responsible for processing the previous SubTasks. It is responsible for
processing the previous SubTask and providing a UI as a response.
The SystemActionInfo is a specification of a particular SystemAction. It
holds a reference to a method ActionProcessor and TopLevelContainer that
is generated and displayed in the subsequent task.
The ActionProcessor is a method which represents a physical
implementation of the SystemAction. It is responsible for processing the
data provided by the previous SubTask.
TopLevelContainer is a UIO which is generated as a response and passed
to the subsequent SubTask.
The dependency between SystemActionInfo and generated UIO. The
dependency between the user and UserActionInfo and a particular Input
object (e.g., TextField, CheckBox). It denotes the user's responsibility for
providing data to the current SubTask.

Original
Activity, stereotype
«Task».
Activity, stereotype
«SubTask».

Use-case model
Task Action
Model
Task Action
Model

Action, stereotype
«UserAction».
ActionPin, stereotype
«UserActionInfo».

Task Action
Model
Task Action
Model

Class, stereotype «Input»
and its descendants.

Presentation
model

Class, stereotype
«Trigger» and its
descendants.
Dependency, stereotype
«Supply».

Task Action
Model

Dependency, stereotype
«ActionTrigger».

Task Action
Model

Action, stereotype
«SystemAction».

Task Action
Model

ActionPin, stereotype
«SystemActionInfo».

Task Action
Model

Operation, stereotype
«ActionProcessor».

Application
model

Class, stereotype
«TopLevelContainer».
Dependency, stereotype
«Presents».

Presentation
model
Task Action
Model

SubTask
UserAction
UserActionInfo

Input
Trigger
Supply
ActionTrigger
SystemAction
SystemActionInfo
ActionProcessor
TopLevelContain
er
Presents

Table 1: Description of the Task-Action Meta-model.

Task Action
Model
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responsible for processing the finished subtask
through a delegated method denoted as the Action
processor. This method generates a user interface
which is represented by a container. One interaction
step is finished at this point and a new one begins by

sending the generated container to the following
subtask. The whole process is repeated until the last
subtask is finished and the goal associated with the
current task has been achieved. Example of the TAM
is presented in the fig. 2.

class Choose how to contact

«SystemActi...

«SystemAction»

«SystemAction»

Show Contact
Options

LoadPrev iousSubtask

DisplayEmailOrSMS

SMS_Pin

Email_Pin

SCO_Pin

«SubTask»
Choose how to contact

«SubTask»
Type E-mail

Cancel_Pin

... Omitted ...

... Omitted ...

ChooseEmail_Pin

... Omitted ...

... Omitted ...

«UserAction»
Cancel

«SubTask»
Type SMS

«UserAction»
ChooseEmailOrSMS

Figure 2: Example of Task-Action Model, showing the subtask “Choose how to contact”.

3.2

Presentation model

The goal of the Presentation model (PM) in our
approach is to describe the structure of the user
interface. By structure we mean a set of widget types
(i.e., buttons, icons, forms, etc.) and the specification
of the containment hierarchy [2].
Rules for the construction of the PM are based on
the meta-model for the presentation layer presented in
[32] and have been included in the LPGM profile. The
profile for the PM contains a hierarchy of stereotypes
representing concrete and abstract interface objects.
The hierarchy has a root in GElement which is a
stereotype extending the UML meta-class and serves
as a common parent for all inherited stereotypes that
form a hierarchical tree. Tree leafs represent concrete
interface objects (CIO) while tree nodes may represent
abstract interface objects (AIO).
In the tree, three basic classes of UIOs are
defined: containers, presentation units, and control
units. These are the AIO and the parents of, e.g.,
Form, Label and ComboBox, respectively. Both AIOs
and CIOs can be found in other approaches, such as
[8, 17, 51] but we offer a richer set of UIOs: The
UMLi approach (focused on both web and traditional
UI) [51] provides three UIOs; the TEALLACH
approach (focused on traditional UI) provides five
UIOs [52], and the UWE approach (focused on web
UI) provides ten UIOs [25]. If we need to eliminate a
particular CIO, we can replace it by using the most
appropriate AIO, which can be the nearest parent of
the node in the hierarchical tree. Since all UIOs are
defined in a UML profile, extension of to the set of
UIOs is possible and easy.

We consider that the PM is a platform independent
and reusable component that cannot include any
information other than a structure. Specifying any of
the geometrical aspects of the UIOs (location, width,
height) or their appearance (color, font, alignment) a
premature commitment to a specific look and feel.
Therefore we decided to consider our PM as an artifact
capturing the structure of the UI and nothing more.
For us a structure means a set of UIOs and the logical
relations among them. We have proposed in [29] a
hypothesis, with which we can model the structure of
a UI using hierarchical and neighborhood relations. In
order to formalize a the description of the UI structure,
we have formulated definitions that contribute to the
definition of the UI structure.
Definition 1.
Let g denote a sorted couple (id, t) where the id is an
indentifier and the t is a data type.
Definition 2.
Let G be a set containing all g elements.
Let

Definition 3.
C
be

a

set

of

containers:

C  {(id , t ) (id , t )  G  t  container}
Definition 4.
Let VN denote a Vertical Neighborhood relation

VN  G 2 . This VN relation must satisfy Constraint
1.
Constraint 1.
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g i , g j : VN ( g i , g j )  ((g k : k  j  VN ( g i , g k ))

class lpgm-layout

 (gl : l  i  VN ( gl , g j ))

«metaclass»
Association

If a gi is in VN relation with a gj then gi cannot be in a
VN relation with any other element.

«extends»

Definition 5.
Let VN denote a Horizontal Neighborhood relation

HN  G 2 . This VN relation must satisfy Constraint

Neighbor

«extends»
ParentOf

2.
Constraint 2.

g i , g j : HN ( g i , g j )  ((g k : k  j  HN ( g i , g k ))

V_Neighbor

H_Neighbor
QuickLink

A

 (g l : l  i  HN ( g l , g j ))
If a gi is in an HN relation with a gj then this gi cannot
be in HN relation with any other element.

Figure 3: Stereotyped associations of the UML profile
for the Presentation model.

Relations of Horizontal Neighborhood and Vertical
Neighborhood have additional constraint 3.

3.3

Constraint 3.

VN  HN  
Definition 6.
Let H denote a relation H  VN  HN .
Definition 7.
Let ParentOf denote a relation ParentOf  C  G .
The ParentOf relation must satisfy the Constraints 4
and 5.
Constraint 4.

(c, g )  ParentOf  d , d  c
 ParentOf (d , g )
No element g can have more then one parent c.
Constraint 5.

ParentOf (c, g )  VN (c, g )  HN (c, g )
Neither c nor g can take part in any VH or HN
relation.
We have expressed all defined relations in terms
of UML and created stereotypes «ParentOf»,
«Neighbour», «H_Neighbour» and «V_Neighbour» as
extensions of the UML Associaton meta-class. In our
PM, we use the «ParentOf» stereotype to denote the
first owned element of a container. The «Neighbour»
stereotype denotes an ordered pair of elements.
«H_Neighbour»
and
«V_Neighbour»
are
specializations of the «Neighbour» and correspond to
the Horizontal and Vertical Neighborhood relations.
We bind two UIOs by «H_Neighbour» or
«V_Neighbour» when we want our model to represent
these elements laid out horizontally or vertically,
respectively, within a common container. With the use
of these relations, we can model the containment
hierarchy and the relations contributing to the UI
layout.

Development environment

As we have mentioned, MB-UID is usually
supported by a software tool that provides a graphical
environment. Since we are focused on UML, we have
explored several UML compliant modeling tools [30],
[33] focusing on the level of their extension in order to
support our modeling approach. These tools, which we
have called adaptive, can be extended and adapted to
specific purposes different from the original. In [33]
we set forth the following requirements which must be
satisfied in adaptive UML compliant modeling tools.
 The tool must support UML profiles and
stereotypes as specified in [46]. We want to
emphasize support for features enabling the
application of alternative icons to stereotypes
because appropriate icons can better convey the
modeling domain thus and make the modeling
more intuitive and clear.
 The tool must provide an API (Application
Programming Interface) which enables access to
the UML repository and manipulation of the data
of the model.
 The API must provide a mechanism for
establishing a channel of communication to show
which action is being performed on the model
data, e.g., element creation or model deletion.
Such interactive observations enable keeping
track of a development process and better
controlling it.
 If there exists an adaptive modeling tool, we
recommend implementing an environment that
provides such functions as model transformations,
generation of unique internal identifiers for new
model elements and checking the names of
elements according to naming conventions. The
environment should also behave as a container for
storing
approach-compliant
resources
(transformation rules, type mapping, UML
profiles, etc.).
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4

Method application

The application of our approach consists of
constructing models and generating source code for a
particular platform. Models are built using the LPGM
profile and are created without including any platformspecific information. The models created are
considered as PIM models (Platform Independent
Model) in the MDA. We will illustrate in this section
how these models are constructed and utilized.

4.1

Figure 4: Stereotyped classes of the UML profile for
the Presentation model.

Model construction

Our approach to the process of modeling a user
interface is based on the existing use-case model.
After the functionality of the entire application has
been specified, we identify all the goals of the given
use-case for which the TAM is being constructed.
Each goal is associated with a particular task, which is
modeled as a «Task» activity. This activity is
connected to the original use-case through «Realize»
dependency. The task is broken down into
«SubTasks» activities which contain «UserAction»
actions. The first IOs are identified at this point: the
PM is constructed in parallel, to enable it to
immediately bind action pins «UserActionInfo» to UIs
through «Supply» or «ActionTrigger» dependencies.
A «SystemAction» action is constructed for each
«SubTask», and a «SystemActionInfo» action pin is
added to the action through «Present» dependency, the
«SystemActionInfo» is associated with a container
which is generated and displayed for the user in the
next subtask. The container is produced by the
«ActionProcessor» method, which represents physical
implementation of the method used to generate the UI
for the following task. The method is connected to the
«SystemAction» through «Realize» dependency.
When the TAM is finished, the PM is completed
by adding additional UIOs (images, icons, labels) to
the IOs which were created during the construction of
the TAM. All UIOs must be connected to their
neighbors and parents through «ParentOf»,
«H_Neighbour», and «V_Neighbour» dependencies
until the specification of the structure is finished. The
PM is then done.
The system action "Show Contact Options"
provides the “Controlls_Cont” container of the
«Form» stereotype which is bound to the output action
pin “SCO_Pin” through the «Present» association.
This container is subsequently displayed in the
“Choose how to contact” subtask, wherein the user can
use two radio buttons “Email_RBtn” and
“SMS_RBtn” in order to choose the way of
communication or cancel the subtask. These two
options are performed within “ChooseEmailOrSMS”
and “Cancel” user actions, respectively. Thus the
“ChooseEmailOrSMS” user action has the “CES_Pin”
action pin, which is associated by means of two
«Supply» associations with the “Email_RBtn” and
“SMS_RBtn” radio buttons. Furthermore, the
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“CES_Pin” has an «ActionTrigger» association
connected with the “Next_Btn” button. The “Cancel”
user actions its “Cancel_pin” action pin connected
with
the
“Dismiss_Btn”
button
through
«ActionTrigger» association. After using the
“Next_Btn”, the user action “DisplayEmailOrSMS” is
executed and one the “Type E-mail” or “Type SMS”
subtasks is displayed according to the user’s choice.

4.2

Model transformations

The TAM and PM do not contain any information
related to implementation since the target platform is
not yet known. After the platform is specified we
should transform current models in order to get new
and richer models having a form optimal for the
straightforward and effective generation of code. We
have proposed several transformations which will be
depicted in the next sections. The transformations are
model-to-model and model-to-text and are applicable
for both web and traditional UI.

4.2.1

Layout normalization of presentation
model

After finishing the PM, we have the ideal model
from the point of view of a developer. The developer
need not focus on any implementation issues and the
PM is thus created with respect its function and not
technical issues. However, such a form of model is
hard to interpret in the context of code generation. The
problem is represented by so-called “corner
elements”. Corner elements are UIOs which take part
in both V_Neighborhood and H_Neighborhood
relations.
Corner
elements
“Controlls_Cont”,
“Next_Btn”, “Email_RBtn” and “SMS_RBtn” are
seen in the fig. 5. Common containers of user
interfaces can hold and arrange objects in only one
direction, i.e., either horizontally or vertically:
QT/C++ (HorizontalLayout and VerticalLayout),
Swing/Java
(BoxLayout.X_AXIS
and
BoxLayout.Y_AXIS), HTML/Web (div and span).
Therefore we need to eliminate all corner elements in
order to shift the model a bit towards an
implementation form. We have proposed and
implemented an algorithm [29] which breaks every
corner element into one element and one new
wrapping container. The element is later removed
from the H_Neighborhood or V_Neighborhood
relation and the relation is inherited by the new
container (see fig. 6). This process is called “layout
normalization“ and after it is done all
H_Neighborhood and V_Neighborhood relations must
satisfy the constraints 6 and 7.
Constraint 6.

g i  G : g j  G : VN ( g i , g j ) 
g k  G : HN ( g i , g k )
No element gi can be in both VN and HN relations.
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Constraint 7.

g i  G : g j  G : HN ( g i , g j ) 
g k  G : VN ( g i , g k )
No element gi can be in both VN and HN relations.

4.2.2

Model enrichment

The PM contains no additional information beside
that information regarding the structure of the UI, so
we need to add information through a transformation
step which we call “model enrichment”. Model
enrichment is performed partly on the PIM level and
causes the transition of the PIM to a PSM (Platform
Specific Model), when the process of model
enrichment begins to add platform-specific
information. This enrichment is based on mapping
“key - new information”, where the key is a unique
identifier of the model element being processed. New
information can be added to the model in the form of
tagged values, as has been demonstrated in [27].
Transformation at PIM level. Since no information
related to appearance or content has been specified, we
propose to add this through use of the tagged values
appearance, text and resource. The tagged
value appearance contains a link to the definition
of appearance. It is not necessary to generate the
appearance tagged value for all UIOs. It is enough
to generate this for the top-level containers and
distribute appearance information to their descendants
at the run time (as we show in the next section). The
tagged valued text contains either a text which will
be displayed at the run time or a key referring to a
resource that has a corresponding text value. The later
approach enables flexible management of the content
(e.g. localization) in future. This tagged value can be
presented only by a UIO with the stereotypes Text and
Label. The tagged value resource is generated for
all types of Presentation units (i.e., Media, Image, etc.)
and defines the location of an associated resource
(e.g., multimedia file, image file).
Transformation at PSM level. Once the target
platform has been chosen, we recommend enriching it
immediately with additional, implementation-related
information. This can typically be the data type for
each UIO. For this purpose, we propose to set a
tptype (target platform type) tagged value that
refers to the fully qualified name of a data type for a
UIO of a particular stereotype. Other tagged values
can specify a namespace (C#) or package (Java) for
top-level containers which are considered to be
transformed into a class. We also propose to perform
another enrichment which adds a new tagged value
containing a text value that corresponds to an
identifier suited to the target platform to prevent
problems during source code compilation. The
alternative name may be derived from the original one
and can conform to a particular naming convention.
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Figure 5: Depiction of the Container “ChooseContact_Form”, an example of a PM. (A mock-up of it is shown in the
upper right-hand corner.)

Figure 6: Normalized layout of the “ChooseContact_Form” container, which contains no corner-elements.
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4.2.3

Source code generation

When the last model-model transformation has been
completed, we can proceed to generate source code,
remembering that one of our goals is to separate concerns
as much as possible.
Based on the TAM, we propose to generate an XML
file named Task-Action Descriptor, see fig. 10. This file
provides information which can drive the application
flow without the need to hard-code such information into
the application logic or the presentation logic. By
keeping track of both the last action triggered by the user
(e.g., button press) and the TAD we can determine the
corresponding action of the system and launch it
dynamically.
We use the PM to generate source code for the user
interface. Since we have not included any spatial
information regarding the layout within the PM, we need
to reconstruct this from the definition of the UI structure
and place UIOs at the right positions within the top-level
container. In traditional MB-UID, the UI layout is
sometimes generated from a task model [35, 52, 5] or
based on some grouping relations [24, 57, 52]. Some of
these approaches use particular strategies that give a
solution for automated placement. Techniques like the
double-column strategy or right-bottom strategy [5], [56]
provide good results under certain circumstances and
only partially, so they cannot be employed widely
without corrections [44]. The problem with these
strategies comes from the endeavor to solve this issue
complex and in their own hook. Therefore we decided to
avoid generating source-code, including the command
for the automated placement of UIOs. On the other hand,
we propose to generate a UI layout with the use of
containers which control the placement of UIOs on their
own. This strategy can be applied in a variety of widget
toolkits which support the concept of Layout Managers
[18]. The great advantage of using layout managers is
that they can adjust layout dynamically, e.g., during
changes in the size of the screen.

5
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possibility that our approach could be adopted without
forcing anybody to abandon a tool currently in use. After
comparing the modeling tools Visual Paradigm,
Enterprise Architect and Rational Rose, we have
implemented our environment in the Enterprise Architect
modeling tool. The EA is widely used in the community
of software developers and provides some important
features which put it into the class of adaptive modeling
tools.
The LPGM4EA environment is written in the .NET,
has its own presentation layer, and runs in its own
window outside the EA graphical environment. The
LPGM4EA is connected to the running instance of the
EA through a bidirectional communication channel
which is based on listener which propagates user actions
performed in the LPGM4EA to and from the EA. The
application layer of the LPGM4EA is also able to access
the UML repository of the EA without the running
instance of the EA. This offline access mode is also
supported in Rational Rose, but it is not supported in
Visual Paradigm. This lack of offline UML data
processing precludes processing data non-interactively
which can cause the development process to break down:
there can be a lot of models in the UML repository, and
thus it should be possible to process data automatically
without user intervention, as a batch.
The LPGM4EA provides functionality which
enables the running model-model and model-text
transformations. These transformations are templatebased [4] for both model-model and model-text
transformations. It also watches the UML repository and
manages newly added or deleted model elements. Thus
we are able to decorate new elements with an lpgmid
tagged value which holds our internal identifier,
generated uniquely for PM and TAM elements and to
provide some assistance in correctly naming model
elements.

Evaluation

We have already done some experimental evaluation
of our method in the areas of traditional and web
development. The first tests focused on generating a
traditional UI for the Swing platform, where we
employed our PM. The second test focused on web
applications, particularly on the J2EE platform, where we
employed both models with emphasis on the TAM. We
used the reflection mechanism [45] intensively during
this evaluation because our method is heavily dependent
on it.

5.1

Development environment

In order to provide software support for our
approach, we have implemented the software
environment LPGM4EA, see fig. 7. We focused on
contemporary UML-compliant modeling tools used in
the commercial sphere because we wanted to explore the

Figure 7: Scheme of the LPGM4EA modeling and
development environment.
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UI generation of Swing components
and HTML tags

The application logic responsible for UI code
generation
is
realized
through
the
IWireframe2CodeTransformation interface, see
fig. 8. A note on naming of our classes and interfaces: we
think of the PM as a sort of (UML) wireframe and
therefore we use the term “wireframe” within our
implementation. The implementation of the interface is
quite simple, and it is necessary to implement it on every
platform we want to support. This interface is used by the
interface
ITransformation2CodeController
which is able to read the normalized model. It drives the
generation and calls methods placed in implementations
of the IWireframe2CodeTransformation. At
this moment, we have two implementations:
Wireframe2HtmlTransformationImpl
and
Wireframe2SwingTransformationImpl. Each
implementation has a template for the StringTemplate1
library. Templates are designed with respect to the target
platforms and provide parameterized generation of code.

5.2.1

Swing

User Interfaces for the Swing library were generated
against top-level containers. A new java class was
generated for each top-level container in the form of a
file. This file (class) contains common sections such as a
package name, an imports section, a class skeleton,
attribute declarations and a constructor.
The import section is generated from the tagged
value tptype of all the nodes and leafs in containment
hierarchy of the top-level container. The class skeleton is
generated for the top-level container and extends the
platform type of the container (e.g. class Foo
extends JFrame).
The section attribute declarations contains
declaration expressions for all nodes and leafs (UIOs) in
the containment hierarchy of the top-level container.
The constructor contains three blocks of commands.
The first block contains commands for the initialization
of all UIOs. The second block contains the commands
responsible for building the containment hierarchy and
setting the proper layout. We use BoxLayout with
constants
BoxLayout.X_AXIS
and
BoxLayout.Y_AXIS to lay out UIOs horizontally and
vertically, respectively. The third block contains
commands responsible for setting texts and resources for
textual and multimedia UIOs. Figure 9 shows the part of
the generated code that is relevant to figure 6.
The appearance of the components generated is set
separately. It is achieved by creating a simple text file for
each top-level container where in the appearance
properties are specified for the particular UIO or group of
objects. This definition is parsed and processed at run
time. Then we proceed to set the appearance values of
objects of the hierarchy of top-level containers. We get a
reference to the top-level container object and traverse
1

http://www.stringtemplate.org/

Figure 8: Depiction of the infrastructure of class and
interface in the transformation process
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Figure 9: Example of the code generated to set up the
containment hierarchy for the diagram shown in figure 6.
the entire tree from the root to the bottom at the leafs
level. Along the way we set all appearance properties to
objects which are selected by a selector in the
appearance-definition file. Each processed object is
inspected via the reflection mechanism by checking for
the existence of a method conforming to the name of the
property and having an appropriate set of formal
parameters. For instance, if there is a property “fontstyle: courier, italic, 12”, we seek a
method void setFontStyle(String, String,
int). If such a method exists, we perform its execution
and supply the specified values.
In the generated file, the appearance is separated
from the structure definition which makes the source
code more modular and readable and easier to maintain.
Furthermore, we claim that this strategy keeps up a
unified appearance, thanks to the selector mechanism:
JLabel font: Font.BOLD will apply the bold font
style to all labels in the user interface. This prevents us
from forgetting to set it, as we might if we were using the
common manual approach.

5.2.2
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TAM. This document is called the Task-action
descriptor.
The format of the document is self explanatory and
corresponds to the TAM. Information in the document
helps us to control the flow of applications. The
descriptor contains records corresponding to the actions
of a user and system which are bound via the lpgmid
identifier. The utilization of the descriptor is performed
according to the following scenario.
The user performs an action using a particular IO
with associated lpgmid. The web browser generates an
HTTP request and the lpgmid value is sent to the server
as a parameter. The HTTP request is processed by a
servlet, which extracts the lpgmid value and seeks the
corresponding record in the TAD using userAction.
The userAction found contains an attribute
actionTrigger referencing a systemAction. The
systemAction has a method name and the fully
qualified name of the parent class. The method
(ActionProcessor) is executed by the servlet via a
reflection
mechanism,
and
the
HttpServletRequest is passed on as an argument.
The method performs common steps such as extracting
parameters, and calling application logic, and it generates
an HTTP response (HttpServletResponse ). The
response contains a UI within the JSP specified as a view
attribute. The UI is generated from the PM.
This way of processing an HTTP request replaces
common techniques, where in long blocks of “ifelseIf-...” are used within the servlet code.
Furthermore, if we need to change a flow order or UI
generated for a particular subtask, we can do it manually
by editing the TAD, without needing to compile
compilation the servlet source code.

HTML

During the PM evaluation, we also tested the
generation of tags for HTML. This generation is easier
thanks to the fact that HTML is a declarative language.
In order to generate the structure of a UI in HTML, we
used the DIV and SPAN tags to lay out UIOs vertically
and horizontally, respectively. We were able to generate
common HTML forms or menus for a content
management system, where in the TAM was also
utilized. The appearance was set in common way by
using CSS (Cascade Style Sheet documents).

5.3

Dynamic flow control in web JavaEE
applications

The TAM was tested during the development of a
content management system on a JavaEE platform by
using servlet and JSP technologies. We have designed a
format for the XML file to hold information from the

Figure 10: Depiction of the Task-action descriptor
for the “Choose how to contact” subtask.
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6

Future work

Our research and development within the LPGM
approach is not finished. Our future activities will focus
on more extensive utilization of the TAM with emphasis
on generating the source code of event handlers in the
scope of traditional UI or automating the extraction of
parameters from an HTTP request and validating them.
The models will also be used to generate technical and
user documentation for the interface.
We also want to use the TAM to generate tasks for
collaborative user interface agents [12]. We believe this
is a good way of providing assistance to help users and
support the user experience.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced our approach for
modeling and development of user interfaces. The
approach can be classified as MB-UID since it is based
on a set of models which are interpreted and used for
transformations. The approach is suited to the field of
traditional and web user interfaces. The constructed
models can be used with a particular platform. The
modeling approach focuses on task modeling in the
context of a user and a system. Furthermore, it provides
facilities to model the UI structure with the use of a PM.
The TAM and PM have been formalized with the use of
meta-model and algebraic formulas. These models can be
processed automatically in order to perform a series of
transformations resulting in the source code of the user
interface for a particular platform. Processing of the
models is supported by a software environment which
provides assistance during the construction of the model
and the generation of source code. Therefore the
environment can be classified as MB-UIDE.
Our approach differs from other MB-UID
approaches in several ways. Firstly, we use UML
modeling notation in both our models, so they can be
read and processed in other environments. This is a step
towards interoperability and compatibility with industry
standards. Secondly, our models can be considered as
reusable components and can be used for the
development of both web and traditional interfaces. It is
not our goal to generate “ready to run applications” but
just reasonable and useful fragments for the development
of user interfaces.
We have demonstrated the utilization of our models
with the support of our developing environment, which
we have integrated into an adaptive modeling tool EA.
The way we generate source code and integrate it into
other source codes supports the separation of concerns.
Such code is modular and easily maintained.
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